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 C 
by Maraohal Rothe 
"MOC...show us some results 	 tising. Both were denied... 
of your leadership or show why 	 "through necessity". 'Those 
you should continue!" 	 fault? Not necessarily the Uni- 
This. probably is one of the 	 varsity's. (Its budget is limited) 
implied messages to U. C. Is lead- Not"necessarily the stua-Unts' 
ers and organizations whom the 	 fault either. MOC has not been 
"student body" considers pretty 	 popular because there has been a 
worthless at the moment...accord- 	 desperate effort to keep it pur- 
ing to the brave announcement of 	 itanically clean...to encourage 
ECHO. 	 . 	 administration support. Figure 
We feel that this was the 	 it out ! Despite the merit or 
truth..but not all of if: 	 lack of merit of MOC it has taken 
The ECHO editor has shown un-: time to publish, even its rather 
usual presence of mind and strik- 	 babyish form. 'No staff member 
ing conviction to lay at the door 	 has gotten a' penny for the work.. 
step of student leaders the prob. - th-ey have worked because they 
lems of U. C. But when writing 	 wanted to. That too...we assume 
in the school's official newspaper is a lack of student LEADERSHIP, 
the subject matter must be.. limited 1170 are not crowning ourselves with 
and it is probably just as well 	 halos. "le simply' mean that the 
that it is limited. 	 University cannot help out with 
U. C. clamors for school lead- projects when they do come to the 
ershipl Here are several examples front. Wb cro glad to say that 
that make us feel that student 	 is more a case of inability par- 
leadership isn't the only thing 	 haps than it is of unwillingness. 
U. C. lacks: 	 : 	 The old gab line...4they 
(1) The ORP11.EUS, CLUB holds , 	 won't support it if we have one" 
invitations to sing in Baltimore 	 is poppycock. The reason this 
and at the New York World's Fair. 	 student body won't support any 
The latter engagement would be 	 thing but dances is because they 
financed by the State government, 	 are about the otily popular activ-
were tEo ORPHEUS CLUB able to ful- ity (save football games and oc-
fill the former one. Seeming, lit- casional plays) .on campus that 
tie interest has been taken in the the student. body has been exposed 
matter. Of course it is a ques- 	 to--why 'not 4 musical comedy--why 
tion of the University's being able not regular motion pictures...both 
to help or not to help. THIS IS 	 are inexpensive, the latter is 
A SITUATION THAT DOTS . NOT CALL FOR neglible. What U. C. will back 
ST DENT LEADERSHIP.e.Unless a cam- is tried often ! The things U. C. 
paign of doughnut sales were in or- might back h&ve never been tried! 
der. 
(2)1100 was -formedathreaais-, 	 . 
sues ago to give U. C..62ma.gazine.. 
oneathat would be' enjoyable.. We 	 Maybe student leadership is 
haie:thus far. failed..thought, -oh the lag...but the sooner we 
perhaps theUniVersity4/OUld finance get Over this snake killing 
it...about $50 were needed...that 	 mania and.admit a few broad mis-
or the permission to secure adver- takes on the part of o77Ives 
• 
The jokes in this issue 
come from various sources: Annap-
olis , West Point, Georgia Tech, 
Duke, Dartmouth, Chattanooga, and 
points west. If you have any sug-
gested ones that might be slipped 
by the censor, mairthem in. 
Restricted: Mae West's--# 5b and 
6b, and. Traveling salesman stories 
41 through 53. Sorry. 
NOW 
and 	 administration, the sooner 	 In last issue we printed 
77 thishash will be shut up. and a letter Of'some anonymous per— 
il. C. will start climbing. 	 son, which we hear got 'same in 
trouble...it's too late to apol-
ogize, we suppose. But, please, 
you, undergtand it was uninten-
tiOnal and with no malice: afore 
thought, to coin a phrase. Our 
This is the issue of MOC 
that is suPP0Aed to be so diff-
ere,n.t that it will get the staff 
kicked out of school. We have 
made somewhat of a humor magazine 
out .of MOC...in the vain hope that 
some of it will be read and liked. 
Meanwhile. 'eighty feet allay, 
a new library is commencing to 
assert itSe1f. Under Dr. Phelp's 
moral direction-we hear-the MA 
had been digging away for some. 
time, and if the building is as 
fine looking as the dirt taken 
away from the site, something 
ought to bp in store for local 
bookworms. 
sincere apologies...nuff sed. 
With corsage season under 
way, vie suppose the more ingen-
ious males will be retouching 
iris blooms with purple paint 
to facsimile orchids, etc. Even 
though orchids grow wild in 
South America they can't be pick-
ed on trees here, so let's all 
be thoughtful (and go to the 
poor house together!) 
• 
"Do:.. you know .what geed clean fun 
is?'  
.• 	 ••, 
"No,what. 	 good '`is ••: 	 • 
-Sour Owl 
'67 	 W.:. it,  W "44itle* 
• Then there Vas the girl 
named "Checkers" becaube she 
jumped when you made the wt.ong` 
move.. 
, Punchbowl`  
i."•C'eClr,""k 
Once upon -a 'time there' were 
two Irishmen:, -There r.. -146 lots :of 
'em now. 	 • • 
-Voo Doo 
• ik. 'es' •C C 	 st: •s• —•(' 
"Every, man (says a hat style 
council) should have twelve hats" 
...and if ho lives in a frat 
house., 'he probably has. 
She: "Do you really. love me?" 
He: 	 "Good heavens; woman, did 
you think I was shadow boxing 
with you?" 
-Lo 
Cind.orella:, "GODMOTIER, do I 
have to leave the. ball at mid 
night ?" 
Fairy:. "Stop ,swearing, child, 
or you won't ,go ,.at all 
117 AC 	 4c 
. 	 . 
"IS that a. genuine bloodhound?" 
"Sure. tOs car-- come over here 
and bleed for the man." 
ALT- :"I say ,a woman's_ grop,t6st 
attractien_is her eyes 
Delta chi- "1 say is her .ti 
'tooth.° 
Beta .Kappa,:teI say it's her 
Phi Dolt- "What 's 
our sitting hare; and lying to 
each .other" • 
..use :of 
VIRTUE. 
	
OFTEN.' APP LAUDED BUT.• 
SELDOM ENCORED . 
7Yellow Jacket 
• ig7 . arc a a , aa . a . 
0-,7a./dzi4 
All great artists have to be 
censored, but it's more humilia-
ting when the cutting is done by 
a typist who decides she's done 
enough on that page. But I do 
think youdeserve to know the most 
important highlight omitted from 
the account of my interview with 
Mr. Gilbert Govan about his little 
brother. 
"Fie said he didn't Have any 
love life," I quoted. 
"No love,life!" exclaimed Mr. 
Gilbert. "My heavens !" 
I registered interest. ' 
"I dorilt know exactly what 
either of you means by love life," 
he said--a little maliciously,per-
haps--"but he's certainly done his 
share of wishful thinking l" 
1Y /9/94/4!//VE 0//n:-44/..0 
know a groat deal because of the 
responsible position she holds 
as the President's secretary--
the life of the college more or 
less circling around her. A lot 
she finds out for herself; shd 
makes no attempt to disguise her 
interest in other people. And a 
lot of her information is of the 
kind that makes people wonder how 
on earth she knows it. She knows 
what goes on behind the scenes of 
the University life, the private 
lives of the students, and the 
love affairs of the professors. 
She's been here fourteen years now, 
and she has kept her eyes open all 
the time. She likes to talk about 
the University, and she does like 
to gossip, but I am pretty sure the 
things she knows and keeps quiet 
('‘.9  
Miss May% .. 	 about are a groat many more than 
1 think:it's - tithe I talked aboutthe things she tolls. She has 
a campus personality who actually said she would like to write a 
gives-Tersonality to the campus-- book sometime and toll all the ex- 
Miss May. "Miss May" is the only poriences of her life here. I 
name.she is really ,  ,knowl-Cby, and 	 wish she would; it would be an 
I have. heard-people read'about Mrs. utterly fascinating book. It 
J. 1 7. Saunders" some place or other might make a lot of people a lit-
and want to know who she was. She tle uneasy, but it would only be 
has a story sho tells about a boy more interesting on that account. 
who received a no"t"e from "Miss May". 	 Miss May is a campus ins ti-  "Mis
didn't answer it, and later 	 tution; she admits it herself. 
gave an excuse that he didn't know She says she has never known about 
who. Miss May was.• She told that" anyone who disliked her. I'm 
one at a Quadrangle supper and no pretty sure there have been such 
body believed her; she told it to 	 people, but it certainly wouldn't 
the dormitories once at dinner 	 have been wise to let her know. 
and we were rather sceptical too. At-the same time there are a host 
Then there's the other story 	 of people who swear by her faith- 
she tells about.tho man who came 	 fully, and love her because she 
to the University to "see Miss 	 is not a "sweet old lady" but a 
May and the sights". 	 really individual person, a little 
"I'm Miss May", she replied, 	 masculine (who frankly admits she 
"and there ain't no sights". 	 likes boys better than girls), 
There's another--she didn't 
toll about the lady who asked 
her, what she did and she re- 	 Some Interesting Facts  
plied, "I am the University". 	 Did you know that the Univers-
Perhaps that was putting it a bit ity Orpheux Club 'had been accorded 
too strongly, but if you had to 	 two very great honors recently? 
choose somebody to typify us, it 	 It has been invited to sing at the 
might very well be Miss May. 	 meeting of the National Federation 
Perhaps the most fascinating 	 of Music Clubs in Baltimore, one 
thing about Miss May is her re- 	 of the highest honors that can be 
markable knowledge of facts about accorded a musical group. It has 
people. You can see how she might also been chosen to represent the 
6 
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IT'S THE 
smaller colleges of the country 
at the New York World's Fair. 
When are they going, did you 
say? 
They aren't going. 
But didn't the football team 
go to West Point? 
Why, yes--they did. 
Then why can't the Orpheus 
Club go to Now York? 
I'm sorry, I can't hear you. 
They did go to Jasper, Tennessee, 
last week, though. 
MUCH TOO MUCH 
The safest rule is to real-
ize that anyone who gossips to 
you will gossip about you and 
that if you must gossip you had 
better do it alone and like it. 
The first thing for a lot of us 
to do in order to get rid of 
our inferiority complex is to 
do away with all mirrors. 
highways, too many cars, 
people behind the bars, 
poverty, too much wealth 
people in ill health, 
politics, too mucy booze, A professor is a person who 
wearing high-heeled shoes, talks in someone else's sleep. 
spending their dough on gas, 
taking of Europe's sass. 
living beyond their means, 
buying canned corn and beans, 
sowing their crop of wild 
oats, 
candidates after the votes, 
hiring their washing done, 
playing bridge for fun, 
looking for Uncle Sam, 	 Quotation  
people who don't give a 	 This interesting statement 
damn. 	 is made by Walt Whitman, a famous 
poets, too much prose, 	 American poet, on page 56 of 
girls with gawdy clothes, Loaves of Grass:  
buying goods- on til3e, 	 "I woar my hat as I please 
people don't save a dime. indoors or out."' 
ball, too much play, 	 Perhaps that justifies our 
politicians on big pay, 	 naughty professors a little. 
taxes, too much spent, 
folks spend every cent, 
fun, too much ease, 
people too hard to please, 
reform, too much law. 
DARNDEST MESS YOU EVER SAW. 
(7) 
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	 13Er-iiNjo 
the Pi Phi's. 
--if lally Frame, will over 
find a Girl, who, in his estima 
tion, isn't trying to do him up. 
(school, I. mean, nothing romantic 
meant) 
--if George Connor 	 over 
become aman•, 
--if Bill Mills will' ever 
pass a' math courso. 
--if Robert Shinbaum and 
Eugene'lllkey have over been 'seen 
around school without a coat. 
--when the Chi' O's are: gOint  'Alice Kent's' domicile. You; 
 
to rnitiate Cecil Lovelace;., 	 know, I nominate Mary Alice for 
the next award of the Nobel 
Pie!ce Prize. Any skoit who can 
keep four, not .just two, mind 
you, but 'four see rata warring 
fa ct ichs in_ perfect harmony (thr. t 
is, apparent harmonY) deserves 
a silver, 'lace- trimmed, pewter- 
And, incidontly, while, nobody 's plated, cup. Honestly, it Is 
around to hockle--say, that lo.)ks 	 remarleable. 
Hum, looks like rain; no 
mori.. snooping tonii:ht soz;'ll  
just head fcfr home. See ,you 
all at the Junior Prom . next week. 
"Fog-Light". 'rain° , 
with Flash, Flash. 
probatly_nothing:to worry about, 
just out thihg 
Wbow4 , that twerp
.. 
61ffitst 
tQek off MY: fender:. ' Must have 
--how. Jane lleponnellfeols , 	 been Bales. Yeah, couldn'.t. 
being back; in, the . straiGht-jacket 	 mistake that , caulifloWer-ear 
fender: of his. -;Officer 0 ISlugg 
got a Medal- the. other day for 
cat ching :Bales 	 , Jud -2:o . Slumming 
-said the whole farce had been 
Linable' to d.o t14at:befOre.. 
_ph, might. -as ,well- move on 
to other and .mprp. 'fertile -stamp- 
ing ground's 	 there`' s Med 
'Dement 's car outside of Mary 
.A-if Ellis Pope and B111 
Lowry arc in love. 
--
how '8'lad Mack Brock is 
be back in school. 
--and oh, so many' other 
things.- 
like someone jUst "ahead; I• believe 
it's a police, car; no, it's just a 
McCallio uniform and look who's 
with it, Martha Griscom. you know 
it didn't take long for Clalide 
Springfield to "wise up to dat 
babe", did it? 
I couldn't mistake. that loud 
yeller Chevy 	 Eank Anderson's. 
It's over there; stopped ( I 
detest that word "parked") on the 
side of the hill. No doubt it's 
Mary Noll Link, of the Missing 
Links (with apologies to Chasc) 
with him. He's probably of a flat 
tire. He 's not making any effort 
to fix it though. Oh, well, 
by Genie Learing-Glark y Pauline Wigg b 	 ins 
complishmont. 
P. S. her next film '411 be 
I Take this Woman with Spencer 
Tracy. 
I really don't see much point 	 Hollywood was safe in pro- 
in reviewing Ecstasy, because 	 ducing a "jitterbugless" musical 
everybody saw it--with the Possible when The Great Waltz was made into 
exception 'of Milton in his ,latter 
	 a movie. The stage show was most 
years.' I don't think Dr. T• P. 
	
successful--and so is the picture, 
Govan saw it, either, for he said 	 but the two aro not rt all alike 
pedple might go to improve their 	 in anything except music; but 
French accents, which was a little after all, it is the music that 
funry because the few words s.pok- 	 makes this picture. ' Strauss' 
en were in English. If you didn't waltzs are played from beginning 
see the picture I think you missed to end. Miss Korjus-foreign so-
something. I hesittte to say just prano-a now-reminiscent of Mae 
what, but something. 	 West at times-is tops. Her won- 
Ecstasy is entirely and complete-derful voice and pleasing appear-
ly an emotional pictures It makes ante are enough to overshadow her 
no attempt to appeal to the intel- mediocre acting ability. Luise 
ligence of the audience.. Emotions Rainer shines as the teary-eyed 
and intelligence are rather poorly unsophistocated wife of Strauss. 
coordinated anyway, and intolli- 	 Although her acting was 'superb 
gence has especially little to do 	 she was not pnrticularly appeal- 
with ecstasy. Any normal person 	 ing in her too mushy role. 
would be profoundly stirred by the 	 The most charming episode of 
implications of the picture and 	 the picture--one worth seeing it 
the rather boldly portrayed ems- 	 twice for--is the birth of the 
tions. Perhaps it isn't very nice Tales of the Vienna Woods. 
to be moved by such emotions, but 	 The ending waiM-6176—or less 
I imagine you werea 	 marred by 'a sentimental anti cli- 
If you didn't see the picture, 
	
max, in which Strauss receives 
someone at least must hove told 	 the acclaim from the Viennese 
you the plot--in some detail, so 	 pOpulace 40 years later. 
I won't go into that. It might be ,  
to the point (what point?) to add 	 • 
that Hedy Lamarr's face and figure 
have both improved since she went 
to Hollywood, but she will probably 	 If you wore one of the pack- 
never'do a bc;tter job of acting. 	 ed Bijou who saw Ethel Barrymorey 
And if I didn't derive any other 	 I neud not toll you she was the 
lasting benefit from the picture, .play. As "Gran"-aged 10I=Eoad of 
I at least.  learned how to spell : 
	
the 'hiteoah fmily-she immediate- 
"ecstaW„ which is no small ac_;..: 	 ly won the tearts of the audience. 
The patt- reVOlVed.arOurid. her-7and 
her 'qUeer'amuaicaIgrandsen (plus 
the family) and. the-tluestien "whom 
will she leave her money ton.' The, 
supporting,cast was quite adequ4te:  
enough =so tha-t they carried off 
the third a'cti5y.''thethselves quite 
well. But -"Gran" dominated all. 
Her- veice Wasathat'ofa very Old 
A4Cman most of the time, but oc- 
XP- iv/eg- kv_5 	 ,,q A/ ,e, 	 27,2,6 v/e- vv c 
by Genie locarIng-..Clark 
casionally she would speak out 	 The next University:players' 
with booming vigor. My only re- 	 production will be the Night of  
grot is that she couldn't use 	 January 16th. Last year this.was 
her wonderful voice in its nat- 	 successfully given by the Little 
ural tones all the time, Her 
	 Theater; judges were picked from 
facial expression and the use of 	 the audience, the verdict pronoun- 
her hands were a delight. .The 	 cod, and the play concluded ac 
way. she exercised her eyebrows 	 cordingly. Thee present plan is 
was a frequent reminder that she 	 that the• judges will be the entire 
W7S the• sister of Lionel and John. audience arranged in small., groups. 
Yop--she was plenty good. 	 The verdict of the majority will 
be published in the paper the next 
;morning.  
The Dramatics department will 
soon.present.its.second group of 
workshop.playa. Many students 
have never been-to a workshOp play. 
They•don,tt know,,What.theytre 
inq. :Lots .of:the plays.are really 
1st class--ana all of them.are 
short.: 
Why don't cha pome up some 
time?. 
by Evelyn Scholl 
This is one production in this-
town:that went oven with a bang 
to all. the youngsters who witness-
od it (and that was an auditorium 
full).. They might have missed 
some of Sir James Barrio's subtle 
ties on women, politics, and mar-
riage) but they didn't miss one 
flash of the swords nor One move-
ment of the dances.- In a day_ 
when it's the common routine to 
hear, three- and four-year-old's 
criticize a production with "Awl  
it was .silly" etc, Otc; it was 
refreshing to hoar such frank ad-
miration for the feats of the 
wondrous Peter Pan. 
Besides its favorable impres-
sion upon its youthful audience, 
Peter Fan was one of the most 
technically perfect productions 
it has been the fortune of Chat-
tanooga to see for some time. 
These actors gave themselves up 
completely to their roles. There 
was a genuineness about the act-
ing that was catching. That is 
most likely the secret of the 
play's success. 
Even if you are a great, big 
college student; you'll got a re-, 
froshing thrill if you'll dig up 
a ticket somewhere and go to see 
the next Clare Tree Major produc-
tion. 
Is coming with Alfred :Lunt 
and Lynn Fortanne to the . Ti'Veli 
(stage) February,222. -9.k,uote: News 
Week: "Rip ~roaring comedy-T-spreads 
more damning, pacifist propaganda 
than a dozen senate munitions in-
vestigations". 
Pulitzer Prize play . of).936. 
Two seasons. on Broadway-,-what more 
can we say? If you have the dough-
go. 
On the screen it will probably 
come to town later with Shearer 
and Gable. Norma wears a blond 
page boy wig. Why not go to both 
and compare 'em? Broadway vs Holly-
wood ! 
group of irate 
Southern fones. have vowed to boycott 
the film because of English Vivian 
Leigh as "Scarlett". 
(12) 
Leslie Howard ("Ashley" in 
Gone With the Wind) hasn't oven 
read the book 
1:4(7,.70://4/74/7Z-T/i644/7Z//17,- 0/e 
//0 J-70/ 677/9 NA/7S E 6 .7/ 7.-//E/e 
   
	
by Alvie J. Gutbucket Henry, 	 By now Alvio has found that 
	
.:and Alvio R. Hep Cat Shinbaum 	 his musical education has rot been 
all in vain. He is being sought 
No, this is not anothen treat- after on all sides by such stellar 
ise on the fight botween the cats aggregations of the music world 
and the long underwear 'boyd. I'm as the Brass Bugle Boys of the 
merely going to boat out a few 	 Brothers of Damon, Lodge No. 1. 
notes in this rag -(pardon,.mag) 
	
Just think I Alvie can join the 
on the subject:9f musicians west lodge and wear a uniform and go 
of Lyon's view.- To do so-We have to tronventions I And for only 
to go back a few bars to' the intro-twenty dollars a year (payable in 
Reluctantly, Alvio trudged off fifty cent installments every Tuos 
: to ,Junior high. Little did ho ' daY night). But just wait, Alvie. 
know that this day ,was to be diff- In three more years you can join 
°rent, .frem,the other lone hundred 	 the 'Fraternal order of .Vultures 
eighteen- shopping'days till Christ-Inc. and get your dues paid for 
mas. But it was. For on this day you as well as burial insurance. 
Fate (with a capital, B flat) had 	 . But what is this? Alvie is no 
ordained that Alvie was to fall, heir longer the fun-loving seeker 
to the cornet donated to the schOol after bully sport. That demon 
fourteen years ago by the'Limestone has entered his life--JAZZ1 And 
Silver Cornet Band. And so wo take sd'eadenzas have left his life, 
leave of Alvie for the next yocrgiving aWay to hot choruses, 
(fifteen minutes a dElY) while hp 	 torrid tempos. We see him, 
polishes off a few hot licks from 	 trumpet pointing skywnrd, bleat-. 
Bennett Bland Book ITC A. 1 (thirty- 	 l_ng out his passionate version 
five cents at your 4 loCal music 
	
	 of that sinful ditty, the Ska-, 
'dealer FOB.). 	 ter 's Waltz. .kis Saturday nights. 
We'skip the verse and modulate 	 are no longer given over to keep- 
over to the second chorus--Alvie 	 ing up with the weekly install- 
' is now a Freshman at Puckering 	 meat' of "Mooney of the Mountains" 
Valley High School for le-rning 	 at Schultzes Showhouse. Instead 
Stuff. He has learned many things 	 hp and four other Alvies, includ- 
since we left him brushing up on 	 king a C melody sax, tenor banjo, 
the key of C. (neflats) Among 	 soprhno saxophone, and a snare 
other things, he has acquired the . drum, can be found serenading 
knowledge that playing cornet is' 	 the curbstone cuties over at 
not a fool proof guarantee of being Throcktorton's Sody 4mporium. 
the Life of the Party (ten easy . 	 And• then Alvie breaks into 
lessons). But he has found out 	 the professional ranks, His 
that football games no longer have., heart aPos a joyous fox trot on 
an admission price tagged on to 	 the day that he is invited to 
thom. He has also found Out that . play,ofor the Senior's Sociable. 
when 'the crowd yells "Touchdown:II, 	 Yes.sirv vith pay I; Ton per cent 
they're helping the bandleader to 	 of the profits. But then it is 
say,"Oka , y boys, W. and L. in 	 a little tough to divide seventy 
E flat!", 	 throe cents, a Canadian dimepand 
But he has found oven more than two bottle tops among six unap- 
this to being a musician in ,high 	 predated instrumentalists. 
school. There is sonothind'be- 	 But Puckering Valley High 
yond being able to get in to foot 	 can no longer claim Alvie for its 
ball games, something back of all 	 very own. He has gone on to big- 
this, something even bigger--you 	 ger and better things. He is now 
get into Basket Ball games tool 	 to be found in the third trumpet 
3 
section of the band of that pearl 
of educational institwtions, Mid 
Western State Subnormal• for Abner 
mals. He makes acquaintance with 
the system of higher learning; in 
the, gambling casino of 'the .frat 
house; in that center of intellec-
tual activity, the commons; and 
of course in the lapel.. But it 
is only after he learns the 
World of the 	 by going on football 
.trips0 .that he begins to realize 
that ho is different from white 
people and human beings. 
,He can be found any time of 
day, telling the boys off, cibr.-
otte hanging precariously from 
the east corner of •his lip, music 
manuscript paznr near, at hand. No 
long,er does he speak English (of 
the college equivrlent). As far 
as he and his little world are 
concerned a clarinet is no longer 
-• anything but a "licorice stick". 
A, contrabass violin will receive 
from him the dignified title, 
"dog-house". That Jpeautiful in-
strument, the trombone, which 
once bore the name "slush pump" 
(known in French as (sluch pump") 
is no 1(Inger to Alvio the skid 
bugle 	 once was. Instead ho 
knows it as "agony pipe". And 
just what has accomplished this 
miraculous linguistic trick? Thy 
nothing but a change in his lit-
erary tastes. . Ins toad of slipping 
out behind the barn as in the good 
old days to read that Sizzling 
Fiction, that Daring Expose°, the 
dpen Road for Boys, lie has now be- 
.come a disciple cf Downbeat, 
mourns for Metronome, and is batty 
over Billboard.  
But college has done something 
for him. He revels in the oppor-
tunity to meet with the fellers  
and engage' in a worthwhile ex-
change of ideas such as " .1 ven-
ture my opinion, based on years 
of research and a waalth of ex-
perience that Pasha Punchdrunk's 
recording of If you don't like my  
poaches why do you shake ray tree, 
is cornier than Cl-do' McC-y's 
Tear it Down." And oven more soe 
c.ially invigorating than these 
technichal consultations are the 
nightly rehearsals 'without music. 
But maybe you like'lvie's term 
better. "a few of the gates hung 
around the dump last P. M. while 
us cats tore off a little snatch 
of jive. Man, such riffin'; Pete 
gut-bucketed out a solid send on 
that of hot piston pusher of his. 
He really sent those alligators 
on out of this world". 
Any time you see a crowd of 
boys off in the corner you know 
Alvio is telling them, "So I says 
to Whitman, 'Look here, good 
buddy.o. Or if not that, he is 
assuring them that "Gene Krupa 
ain't worth a d---on drums." Or 
else he insists  that "Dorsey could 
not get a job in my band!" Or 
Alvio will even condescend to let 
you boys know "Between you and me, 
Coon-Sanders is slipping." 
But like all his fellow Alvies 
he too meets his destiny, he joins 
the Musicians Union. And now all 
he has to do is show every body 
his card to prove he is a musician. 
He returns to the use of decent 
college English (c its eq.). He 
doesn't mind admitting that Artie 
Shaw is better than the band he 
plays with. (That is, to himself, 
he doesn't mind admitting it.) 
And so now that he has found out 
that the music racket is a' business 
he has even quit talking-bout it. 
14 	 (Con't on page 30 ) 
It seems thnt 
a band syndicate. 
monthl.Harry JaMos 
tvoc-1 
z 
JOHN V4/PLHER.. 	 s gi• rrr o 	 i-) pLme 
Greetings, Gates, let's gather 
around and get in .tho groove, for at 
last Chattanooga might got some 
good name bands. Ted Lewis was 
the first ot.a.series of b-nds 
that aro to came hero through a 
. new Southern booking synlcato. 
Although'Tbd's - clarinef. and sax playing 
made the crows bring back the corn they 
stole two yoars'ago, we still have to 
hand it to the 61 year old gr-mdfc.ther 
of swing for being a re,.1 showman. 
Lewis put oh -one of the 	 floor show$ 
we've soon here and his
, 
 batterod high 
hat really put him over as far as the 
spoctators were concerned. Although 
the band itself if-,s 'definitely a second 
rite outfit, they dreatod fine moods 
behind Ted's feature-numbers and played 
well enough on tho'dance to got.by. le 
vere'glad to , see a'l_rgo crowd turn' out, 
because it proved that Chattanooga will 
turnout to SOQ a band with a good name - 
and reputation. 	 Moro power to the 
booking agonts and more bands for Chatta-
nooga. (/o liope) 
Goodman is starting. 
During the past 
Benny's star trumpet 
.'Player hds orE;iinized 
his own 13,:.nd., and - 
although we haven't. 
heard it- yet, ihoSe 
who have, say it is 
very good. 'It.ha6 
also boon announced 
that in 'a month or 
.so, Teddy Vilson and 
Lionel Hajapton, stel-
lar ebonite Members. 
4 the Goodmantrio, 
and quartet will 
loavo to "front" 
15 
, 	 . 
groups of their oWn.- Jack Teagar-
.. 
don, f4Lturc*troMboniat with "Pops" 
1,a11t wait is` rohdarsing a now outfit 
at present and is expected to make 
his debUt in tho near future. 
The all-stare band selected 
in .. Metronome Magazine's recent poll 
1/114t4lo- 'sides, Blue Lou and The 
Blue.e. :on Victor. They h-d quite a bit 
of grief ;in  arranging the date, bocauso 
Bob CroSbY'S men had - fo come to New 
York from PhilAelphia':and Jimmy 
•Dorsey was ;;net eNtilablo because cf 
aontract difficulties. /hen they wore 
4oady to record (one thirty in the 
morning) ,the boys from Philadolphia 
had net arrived, and after almost an 
hour cf finger-nail dhowihg, hair-
tering, and floor-pacing, they rushed 
in and the records were finally com-
pleted at.feUr.O.Clock, just in time 
for Crosty's men to gut back to ?hilly 
for a 19 A.M. theatro ongagemont. Oh 
for the lifo, c4 a musician 
(Fordotails, Soo the article of the 
life. of a, musician in this issue) 
Some really fine records have 
boon turned out in past week or so. 
The mLst cutstcauling is a s-fing album 
cf ton sides role,,sed by Art Shaw, that 
cent-ins such standard favorites as 
Bill from "Showboat," Lover Col.d.o Back 
to MG and Donkey's Serenade.  Charley 
Barnet's new band has released two new 
records (Bluebird) that really swing 
cut with reckless abandon. 
(Continued on page 264 
Si.dait-aJz / 
`.•-. 
by Pauline Wiggins 	 trying, to figure why the same 
hill kept popping up time after 
_ 
About three days before Out- 	 time till I Pound it was worked 
ward Bound was given, at 1:05T.M. 	 on an endless bolt. Of course 
in the dormitory annex, one of 	 I saw it during rehearsals. 
the merakere ,.ef .th.e, cast _picked. ,, 	 Something went wrong later.. 
up the book and started reading 	 ', 	 There is another good story 
ab'3Ut the Oornoliuses, who 'went 
"You know, this is a good 	 to groat lengths to got an air 
story !" she remarked with an air 	 pump to blow the siren, which 
of mild _surprise. 
	
' 	 sounds. .two or three times in 
That (I hope) gives you an, 	 the pl.,-y. 	 hen they got it, the 
idea of some of the screwy things 	 pump made more noise than the 
thot went On behind the produc- 	 siren. 
tion. The cast is generally agreed 	 There was ono thing Mr, 
that thoy'had more fun rehearsing - Bretske liked about the play-- 
this play than anything they've 	 besides peeping through the port 
ever boon in; *including the still 	 holes during rehearsals—end 
of the 'Throe Vase Ll'en nt the Manor... that wfs the fact that all the 
About .the: bar--all the' liquor '• 	 light's are dimmed at the end of 
bottles ore filled with tea: .3cer, 	 tho first act. 
ginger le, and' Scotch wore all 	 In rehearsals those two 
poured from the same bottle under- dreamy pusses, henry and Ann-- 
neath the bar. It hag oven been 	 alias, Amanda Thrasher and Alfred 
rumored (I think he 8 proad' the re- 	 Smith, in the scene in. Act I, 
port himself) that M. Rothe _kept 	 "which goes 8 omothing like this: 
his lines there during the first 	 "Henry: Yes, Ann, I love you. 
act., - . . 	 - 	 Ann: 	 I love You,cHenry 
' . The whiskey .bottles wore, furn- 	 Henry: Always? ' 
ished by : the courtesy of the Moun- . 	 Ann: 	 Always . 
tain City, Club and some estimable 	 :Henry: Ann, I wonder hew the 
young.gentlemen whose -names we 	 dog is?"  
noedn It bo,ther to mention: It• 	 At this touching point the 
seems thort were several drops of 	 brilliant members of the cast 
used to c- me in with a unison 
ofilbow-wow i Yip 1 Yip!" r nd 
other appropriately canine 
sounds. 
In the last act Amanda calls 
loudly for Alfred, altegether no 
loss than twenty eight times, 
withaut getting any ,reply, when 
he is usually about two feet 
away from her. 
Even mare disillusioning 
perhaps, was the attitude of 
George Connor, as the examiner-
whom perhaps many of you ex-
pected to see enter with horns 
and a tail. Just bef:re enter-
ing to calm the troubled souls 
cf the mortals, he used to. ex-
claim, "Damn, I wish I could .  
(16) 
the original contents in one of 
them, 'and Bob Shinbaum got choked 
in the middle of his lines when 
ho tcek an innocent drink of the 
tea. 
If you wondered why Mars chal 
Rothe was carrying an armful of 
rope,, ar9und school, it was for 
the manufacture of the set. Ho 
carried it into contemporary lit- 
erature 	 ss the other dry and 
'kept winding it around during the 
le cture . it Aro you going to hang 
yourself?" Mr. Govan asked, hope-
fully. , 
The set really was a. marvelous 
creation. It was a sort of sea-
scape, you know, with a horizon 
that moved;(?) I had some trouble 
ti 
got this cue I"' 
Tho most unfailingly funny 
episode is that in which Clarence 
Walton recoils from the:nbwor 
of Shinbaam's explosive "t", in 
his dramatic..rendition of "Ling-
ley , .you 're im ossiblo ;" , I did 
not notice CaronCTW7aring a 
raincoat in that act, but he 
.had throatonod to do so. 
Thero was •another speech be-
tween Honry and Ann that was 
getting rather tendor--about "tho 
sound of tinkling glass". But 
somebody.,  spoiled that by stumb-
ling over the whiskey bottles with 
a resunding crash. 
All the porformances were 'marr-
ed in groator cr less degree by 
actors loaning over the rail, mak-
ing•appropriate sounds. In their 
earnest effort •to obtain a good 
nautical effect the cast suggost-
ed distributing couch sholld to 
the audionco so they could listen 
to the sea during, the play. Thpy 
decided right awny they wouldn't 
since:everybody was alrocdy dead. 
And if there was anything.-you 
didn't'like_ aout Outward Bound, 
you really "ought to oxtuso it on, 
the .ground that the cast has 
boon- going te hell for the past 
fives woks R ::  
ENO-tISIT,AS IT IS SPELLED 
'A" stranger in our land was ho: 
Ho tried to learn our spelling. 
Ho thought it would as easy be, 
As buying .or as polling. 
He, tried to write, but couldn't 
write 
Learn when to wright or right. 
He couldn't toll just where he 
s t cod 0  
When using cood or wood or shood, 
He had, to stand a lot of chafing, 
When cruel people stcrtod laff- 
ing. 
Then other things confused him 
so  
As doe and dough and roe and row 
And mail and male and sail and 
sale, 
And many more that turned him 
pail. 
Said 	 "I loft mywifo a•nd, 
daughter:, 
In other lands ' across the. 
:11/a aght er 
I :wante& much o bring them here 
But.::thesTqwill• havo to stay, I 
-fore 
And. I.Ii'DAPteaveyoU..i! With a 
sigh - • 
He addedi 	 surely.  
• digh.." 
ti 
ri * 
Orbituary—nite • things 'that; you 
will not sat' to read.:.- 
-Wild Oats is the only pinh t 
thfit grows bast in: moonshine .  
Citizens of Manhattan sing 
the praides c,f:."the side 
walks of New York," but 
morn than a thousand New 
Yorkors are .kilIed--by. 
automobiles !evory year 
becausethey , don't -stay 
On them. 
(17) 
Limerick-- 
A sweet, mild maid from Yugar * 
Said tb her. young lover Krugar, 
"If you kiss me, of Course-, 
"You'll haVe"te use force, 
mButiGed knoWS I'm no stronger 
than you are". 
and "Do my eye lashes need curl-
ing?" There: is certainly noth-
ing glamourous about powder 
spilled. all over a hamburger on 
in a Coca Cola. 
The glamour situation is 
getting so bad that today it is 
practically impossible for a 
girl to be herself. Everyone 
k As far as *e know there is no 	 Seems tc-feel that it is her 
country known as Yugar. If there 
	
"is neither Gormany. nor Italy has 	 personal obligation to society  
heard of it 	 to be a glamour girl. If Bren- da. 	 Frazier or s-me other leader 
in the glamour field uses no 
rouge and fine layers of lip 
stick, evory oth-r glamour girl 
feels ;the responsibility of 
having cheeks like Camillo, and 
a. mouth like Dracula. 
Even the figure of the 
glamour girl is aictated. 
believe that gla,dour girls could 
and causing
be individualistic .ab at the 
 things to seem differ- bodies that Nature gave them, 
ant fro:: what they really rre. 
	 but no, they are stereotyped. 
	
When we give this definition, we 	 Fashion gives them "the little 
are speaking cn the authority of 	 girl silhouette", the World's 
Mssrs Funk and Wagnallis who give Fair silhouette", "the. Leaning 
the same one. This definition of Tower of Piao'silhouette". We 
glamour utterly and absolutely are waiting with baited breath 
truth, truth beauty which is one 	 to see the elephant, silhouette. Lane Bryant will probably push 
of the truest and most beautiful 	 this. vie c^uld give detailed 
statements that has ever boon made. descriptions on how these vitrieus 
A glamour girl then is a creature silhouettes are achieved, but 
	
who resorts to tricks to be s-me 	 then we know that readers of 
thing that she is net. She cculd this publication read other mag- 
not be beautiful because she is 	 azines too. Now we don't want 
not true. The final effect that a members of the glamourous sex 
to scream,, "What were you doing 
with Harper's Bazaar?" because 
even rIst month's Esquire had 
brassieres for ad for Furmfit  
for strapless evening gowns. 
Let yourself alone, girls, 
be beautifully true--"Beauty is 
truth--" and "a thing of beauty 
is a joy forever." My Gods How 
(18) 
• 
Glambur is a headache-- 
Glamour 'd.6 some charm or en- 
chantment working on the 'Vision 
denies the fact that "beauty is 
glamour girl gives is all right. 
It 'is the "charms" and "enchant-
ments" that such a one resorts to 
that cause the headache. to which 
the title refers. New, even the 
charms and enChantments would be 
pamissable if they were subtle, 
but God knows there is nothing 
subtle about "Pardon me, please, 
but I have to powder my nose", 
we do quote Keats. 
Note by author: We love 
glamour girls anyhow, but it is 
fun to ramble on and disagree. 
He told the shy girl of his 
love 
The color left her cheeks,. 
But on the shoulder of his coat 
It showed for several weeks. 
The freshman wandered o'er the 
farm. 
He stopped with wonder dumb; 
Vhere do these oxen and the cows 
Get all their chewing gum?" 
Bob Frost: (To James 'Doc' Beene) 
Jim how long have you been work-
ing here in the cafeteria? 
Jim: Ever since they threatened 
fro fire me. 
ABE GIRLS SWEET? 
When a boy falls in love with a 
girl, that girl' is said to be 
sweet by her lucky or unlucky one. 
Are girls sweet? Well, we must 
see what they are made of and 
then draw our own conclusions: 
1. Thirty to forty teaspoons of 
salt 
a. To keep them fresh 
2. Ten gallons of water 
a. For a good supply of tears. 
3. Enough lime to white wash a 
chicken coup. 
a. Limo is to keep them fair. 
4. Glycerine enough to burst a 
gun shell. 
a. That's why they are SO ox-
plosive. 
5. Enough gluten to make five 
pounds of glue. 
a. That's why they stick on. 
6. Phosphorus enough. to make 
2,200 match heads. 
a. No wonder we have so many 
'Hot Mammas'. 
7. Fat sufficient to make seven 
bars of soap. 
a. So they can feed soft soap 
to the boys. 
8. Plenty of iron to make a six 
penny nail. 
a. That makes them so har. 
Hark the•ciies of pain so shrill; 
there's a sit-down strike in the 
old tack mill. 
9. Sulphur enough to rid 
of fleas. 
a. That's the reason cats like 
to be potted by girls. 
10. And believe it or not, only one 
measly quarter of a pound of 
sugar, which any one not totally 
blinded by love or fattened on 
soft soap can see is insuffi-
cient to sweeten all this. 
Now, are girls sweet? Yes some are. 
(19) 	 - e4,41.44 
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TYPE 
	
Hobby 	 Cute Tjayings 
Disinterested 
Can't waste time with 
small fries 
Dating' everb ody'but you "Sorry,but I already have 
one tonight." 
Indifferent 
(Ho hum;yes,I'll go Being pretty but catty 
"I'd 	 like to,of course, 
but I ul2eady have one 
with 	 ,v' know; he ' s a 
a Prat brother of yours'.' 
Mildly interested Movies and dancing 
---- 
"Yourte so flattering 
In need of sympathy Vine-clinging 
Apologizing -for attention 
"Course I know that I'm 
not as pretty as 	 If 
Dreary Tommy Dorsey 
Artificial glamor 
Wants to be alone, with 
you. 
"How do you ever do all 
those things?...I like 
boys like you." 
Campus' GIFT TO THE 
MASCULINE POPULATION 
The more (males on the 
'string) 	 the better 
"We're going down to Tech 
this week-end, and Sewan- 
eeq Tuesday...and, 	 oh yes, 
up to U.T. Friday..." 
Idol Worshipper 
very rare -almost 
extinct 
y ourself None 
Studious 
-and serious 
Reading, bridge "Don't you think this is 
kinda silly for usl" 
Dumb Dora Clothes, 	 coermetics, 
esp. angora sweaters 
and gloves which get in 
your ha it and on your 
suit... if your' e tha t 
way. 
"Isn't matriculate 
some kind of a bad 
word?" 
20 
LOOKS 
	
AT ,WE DISLIKE 	 THE AFFAIR'LL END BY 
... 
Tops on all occasions, 
Darn it I 
. 
L• 	 The faet that you c-n't 
get to first base. 
A door slamming some 
evening after you've 
spOnt.around 	 $ 3 
Attractive unto 
desperation on 
your part. 
. Her pAittud 6 . 
. 	 ... 
sumo Ls above more 
.than likely. 
None. 	 All personality 
and conversational ability 
i 
Tee much NrsonaWy - 
Na;,-,:nough looks. 	 . . 	 , 
- its
-:.t.p-.1X-19"C.Li'ilegio 
/ 
You'll fall for the 
Babe. 	 un't even strug- 
gio. 	 no use. 
Baby 	 Face 
,._ 	 ,, _ 
Baby Pabo Baby Face facing you. 
. 	 . 
Qarbe-ish - She .  
Thinks.' .Not 	 bad 
actually. 
, 
.. vpiaying OeOrid. fiddle to 
"Topniy . Dort cy . 
Giving way to the next 
	
guy. 	 And there'll be 
plenty of. them lined -.. 
	
. 	 . 
up 
Evidently 
. 
':dc: AtiOillovor in favor of 
mass. produetion when it 
c-mc:t_striv.ging along 
--. 	 , 
the -.Thple frat -t once. 
, 
, 
A je-lous fit and a 
tantrum on your part.. 
and you're.. probably 
right..  
None to speak cf. 
, 
. 	 , 	 .:. 
The ._.!..c' 	 Lt wOre 
.., 	 suS144ous. 
..". 	
. 
, 
Who knows...It might 
last 
* 
Nice 	 clothes. .... 
Fairly 
attractive 
Ignorano0.-or-Iliiiidce of 
'technique. ThiZs:attitude 
is whrakeeps you going. 
She's stubborn. 
- 
You'll regret °very,- 
thing 	 you've said and 
fall for the, babe - tlye 
once and for all. 
. 
The stuff 
.. crn. 
Obvious insincerity. 
Her ability to say and 
do the wrong thing at 
the wrong time. 
— 
...Thy should We risk 
cur reputaticns.to% 
figure this ,:ne:out. 
Dop.,. it'cut-yourself. 
That's why goniuses wore 
o 
• 
Dear Readers: 
(Or am I being optomistic) 
I have some glad tidings for 
you--especially for these of you 
who have boon 
driven to the 
wearing (f 
blue glasses 
simply because 
some fashion 
following fe-
male's far-
reaching pheas-
ant feather has 
stabbed you in 
the eye. Your 
fears can now 
cease, for the 
coming of 
Spring is mark-
ing the exit of 
said danger. It 
is with a sigh 
for your safety 
that I report 
that the trend 
in women's head 
gear is away  
from pheasant 
feathers and 
toward a couple 
of safe, if sil-
ly little num-
bers called 
"wimple" and 
"snood". The 
miles don't make 
sense but then 
women's hats 
rarely, if ever, 
do--so let'S 
take them at face 
value and let it 
go at that. 
The "wimple" 
more than vague-
ly resembles 
something the 
Queen of Sheba 
might have worn... 
,z\R E ON (OFF) 
THE RAVIPAGE 
suggest this one: that 
ing it for the first time remarked 
but don't 
let that 
worry you! 
To call it 
just a hat 
would be 
slighting it 
shamefully, 
for it comes 
complete with 
curtains--
probably in-
vented by 
some movie 
actress with 
a "back to 
the logiti-
mte stage" 
complex.This 
curtain pro-
tects my la-
dy's locks 
but unfor-
tunately 
there is no 
windshield 
and smoke 
still gets 
in her eyes. 
The "snood" 
looks like a 
sardine net 
fitted to the 
back of the 
head. Per-
sonally, I 
think a fish 
net over the 
face is much 
bettor for 
catching 
suckers. The 
origin of the 
term "snood" 
is beyond me 
but one ex-
planation 
would be as 
logical as 
another. I 
someone see- 
(22) 
• • • 
"that it would make d. good "snood" 
and no one bothered to ask whet a 
snood might be. If the person had 
said "pft" or "snzb" the result 
would hove probably been the same. 
So long es there'ls really no harm 
done, we'll let it go at "snood". 
However, if the wimple and the 
snood are too much for your sense 
of sensibility and you prefer some 
thing more conservative--there are 
several more or less standard mod-
els that will probably appeal to 
your fancy. There is the over 
present snap-brim that seems to 
keep its style. This year the 
crown is a wee bit higher, and per:-
Flps not quite so round and the brim 
wider--but the idea is the same--
Sort of "same song second' verse" idea, 
Remember several years, ago when 
people, stepped back in history to Em-
preqs Eugenie and borrowed her style 
of het? "Ibll--the stylists are at it 
again--This time they are getting 
their ideas from story-book charac-
ters or characters of famed poems. 
The feathered caps featured in 
Robin Hood have had their day. 
Now adaPTFtions of a model de- 
, signed by Edward Stevenson for 
Joan Fontaine to wear in "Gunga 
Din", the film version of *Kiplines 
famed poem. This is a wheat-color-
ed straw sailor trimmed with 
brightly contrasting velvet ribbon 
tied in an up-side-dowii bow direct- 
ly in, front. Another "Gunga Din" 
hgt was inspired by the military 
sun helmet worn by Douglas Fair-
bnnks, Jr, in said film. It is a 
felt hat with turned down brim, 
and rounded crown. It is trimmed 
with a draped scarf band and looks 
like a little .number fresh from 
the Sahara Desert. 
"SO you see, it sho'uldn't be hard 
for you to select some type of 
/-/ head gear for the coming season. ,47 
Just find one you like and wear it 
If it looks funny don't lot it 
bother you--you won't be by your 
self, everyone else looks funny 
toot 
(23) 
0C'"e: a /1-'1 
lookedsomethinglike-.a work-
ing . combination of Hercules .  
and Tyroho::Fower. He,. made 
eighteen dellars a'week., Liza 
made thirty fivo.;.:but,as'she 
hersolftpointod out, that-J. 
woulc1Joeno difficulty. Not 
a7t,r,l1.1.:agreed.. I was:afrad 
by George Connor 
I'm not the kind of a guythat 
can write a lovostory. In the 
first placc,,Ilvd.never boon in 
love. In the'Seconetplace-woll 
if I've never beennin levo there's 
no use going into the ,othbrreasons. 
And this Is no love story. Its a 	 to disagree, bocauso I know 
scientific documonts 	 sort of study 	 that Lisa was serious . .When 
in huMan psychology. And its really 	 she oven talked bout the guy 
a bewailing of humen insanity—some 	 hr eyos-.shono likea couple 
thing tc wairn'th...Coming.gonerations. -of kleia' lights. We v-rtOd 
I'Ve known LiiatfOrsANen,yoars, 	 ,at the corner by Liza 'S bank, 
over since we were in:Xighehool. 	 I-toldtho kid I-hoped she'd 
I liked\her; she was ntood'kid. Sh 	 be''vory happy. I did hope 
had porSOnnlity and was darned easy 	 it, but somehow. this Jimmy 
to look at. We were in a lot of 	 -'elidn't.fit into my.  Hall of 
things together. We were both on 	 . 	 left tcwn a couple of 
the school' paper staff, both in the - days later without seeing Liza 
orchestra, and we were appointed 	 again, but thctfall a letter 
together to form a senior class 	 -st-wwed up frf7m her at State. U. 
social committee. So we had quite 	 The news7-although she never 
a few mutual problems..- . 	 neYor . _ 	 said so plainly--was that she 
agreed on. any two 'things. in our 	 and Jimmy had parted. And 
lives, and cur meetings wore -pretty 	 that was darned welcomed nows, 
rabid affairs. Once in a middle c.f 	 I came home 'at Christmas 
en argument, I said, "Listen:, ris- 	 vacaticn and went to see Liza 
tot14.I. wish they'd make you chair 	 .stroight if. She was friend- 
ran of •.the Garbage Disposal Committeoa:ly, but I knew that something 
Liza was quick on tho.comoback: "1 	 was weighing on her delicate 
guess it would be a good way to-get 	 And I didn't have long 
rid of eu 	 to veit. t* handsome young 
It Was things like that boot made 	 doctorhad:.recebtly moved in 
mo rospoct Liza. That and hr bril- 	 to the building where Liza 
liant red hair. 	 -- worked, and although he hrd 
After we loft high, school,..I•went- only bad three datos with her 
to State. University to study engineer:- (related to 
.Po in detail, as 
ing rnd Lisa took a business course 	 though I'carod...doctor prob- 
and soon got to be seeretary,to the, 	 ably a conceited young fool) 
president of Hometown Bank. The first Liza was very enthusiastic. 
time I came back from, college I mt 	 She went into great length. 
Liza downtown and ,took her to lunch. 	 about the impertane piace- a , 
Auld ango syne, you know. As soon as doctor's wife fills in the 
we ordered, Lisa got c')nfidential... 	 community life. Sounded like 
she had found Him. .His nom o was Jim- Sociology B 2. I was afraid 
my and he worked in his'fathor's. in- 	 that this was going to be 
suranco office. I aathered that he 
	
fatal. I went back tc State 
(24) 
with a snappish disposition be- 	 for the west to go through that 
cause I hated to see a young kid 	 period that executives love to 
as nice as Liza marry a second- 
	
refer to as learning-from-the-
note medico. She simply deserved  
better. 	 ' 	 . 	
. 	 '''' 	 "As 'soon' as I 0-.uld, I took 
I didn't hear from Liza again . off for Hometown. All during 
till I went home 'that summer • Sho the trip, • two, things :worriod me. 
wasn't in town, when I. got there. - First  problbm. wab Liza: something 
but her sister Margaret was . I, 	 'Ought . to be donel. to. 'got her out 
asked .ab-- ut the -doctor..' At first • o.f: her misery. 
- :It was roally 
II/large looked -vague, but'then she' 
	 da.ngercus:- Second problem was 
remembered. "Oh, he was - the Early 'm:'.• how
. Was, I to.spend those 
Spring Fancy. She IS corq,plotely : , , twd- months? ..I got in. toinfn on 
f's)rgot ten him new. She „says the t . ...'..Thursday morning and. Went to see 
she never really know. love until, .LiZav Thursday -,night. 
she riot Paul Mason." 	 ' . 	 ' .: I think- even Li .za Was cur- 
'Who the devil is Paul Mason.?" priSed that sho was 8Q. gird to 
I Tsked% He was , it seems, a . . '60011102. , And' I was darn glad to 
young banking genius working in : see her.. , In throe hc'urs, we 
the same office with Liza. This .. sOlvod both problems. T, guess 
was too much i It seemed to me ' 
	 ,;;I .always did carte .like : Liza,, 
that Liza had enough mature judg- . ' 
 .6nd.!'every young 
..engineer: start- 
merit .not to fall for. everything 	 ing out in life ought to have a 
that wore pants. She was beginning wife f or 
 protection. 
to be a seciologica-1 case study. 
• . 'I didn "t go, back to, Hometown 
until I had graduated from State. 
During that time, I had never hoard 
directly from Sadie but I had gotten 
several letters from friends back 
home. Fm their letters, I had 
 
. 	 , 
kept up with her pretty well. I 
knew that Angel Mason had flown 
only t' , o rePlace wi th others no loss  
divine. It Was a 11 very disgusting.  
Immo dio tely after gradua ti on , 
armed z,nly with,, my Phi. Beta Kappa  
•, 
di 
key (not:tprie of the .pe..wnshop variety) 
and ,a Jet of self con:L.1(1 	 $ one° I walk- 
ed into the offices of Consolidated 
Minihg: I Made it,, :known. that I was 
a brilliant 'young Ch. E. avail ble 
for service. Oh, I was subtle, of 
course, but not to subtle. h.i1d in 
about the length of time for sta 
tion identification, I had a job. 
Two , months to get ready_ to. leave 
(25) 
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DOWNBEATS 
.(Continued frem page_fifteen) 
Barnet takes some of the most thrilling' 
sax choruses we've: over heard, and it's 
a shame he has not: reoeiV.edthe recog-
nition he deserves. 
Bob Crosby's latst:M4storpiece 
is a dixioland'killer-diller (if there 
is such a thing) of Diga-7DigaDo. The 
piebeLis on both sides of the record 
and .features martolous solos by practi--
cally every member of theband. Jan 
Savitts- swootnumbersf Hurry. Home and 
Just a  10.4 Named Joe.:  ,are:lerWtifUlly 
done, andLos.Brown'sA.ateZtreleasos 
have boon good on the whole. 
'7011, Cats, ..'irc:guoss,it's time 
to try to smuggle thole halucinistic 
(spell with either 	 a2;er,"o"):meander-' 
ings to the:oditori. send' our oUffs:.to 
the cleaners, and sign effYtill noxt 
time. 
AMBITION 
They toilod the precious years array 
'Then they should have boon dancing, 
e-areloss and gay 
They wanted their tiny baby girl 
To hate some fun in this mad old world 
But the child, surprising as it seemA 
Refused to conform to her parents' 
drc.ms 
"These 'fancy clothes are simply inane 
"Give me something tailored and plain 
dawn to dark, others must work 
"Should I be the ono to shirk." 
She voiced thls fooling every day 
Then rang for the maid to take back 
the tray. 
CELEBRATION 
I'd like to laugh and jump and sing 
And yell ..:.n3 shout like everything 
And maybe writ() it in the sky 
Exams 4.() past, ehd I get by. 
To X 
Your love laclike this Valentino 
Pretty, white%i., and thin. 
In wide broWm oyoszyoUr heart did shine 
Se did romance bbgin. 
You'll never stay, You- .never hte. 
Another calls, You come,' 
I find I love you more and- more. 
Why must I.bo so dumb 
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(A pathetic drama in one act) 
by George Connor 
`qetting: A long, rectangular 
room bordered with heavy, black 
draperies. The only furniture 
is ajong table, Surrounded by 
twelve chairs. All is absolutely 
quiet. 
Suddenly it is midnight I As 
the clock chimes, the top-most 
drape parts and in float twelve 
ethereal creatures clothed in 
bright green swim suits, mortar 
boards and haloos. Their wings 
which thoy havo obviously mcdc, 
for themselves--arc comPlet'elY 
	
haven7T—put them in their proper 
tr-nsp,-)ront. As they fly into the places.  After We solve the Sit-
room, they are singing that grand ,uation and reform the mortals, 
old reformation hymn, "Brighton , the faculty and the universe, 
the Corner Where You Aro". On by they'll have to believe in us 
one they scat themselves rround 	 whether they like it or not. 
the table. 	 (At this point the business 
The awful truth dawns: these 	 is interrupted while one 
are the Gods of the Campus and 	 God takes a few candid 
they are meeting to discuss the 	 camera shots of the meet- 
Situation. Those are the creatures 	 ,,ing.) 
who are , 
 
going to reform the world 	 , Another God:  Sometimes, 
and they insist on using the stu- believe, there is no Situation. 
dent body for rehearsal purposes. 	 Other Gods (more or less in 
The Supremo God, who is ruclly. 	 unison): No SituationI Of course 
more interested in elections than there's a Situations Wh,lt else 
reformations, takes his place at 	 were We created for? 
the head of the table. 	 ' 	 (General confusion reigns. 
Supreme God: Follow Gods" ..^.nd 	 All the God's are blating 
Goddesses, we are gathered to dis- 	 at once. The Supreme God 
cuss the Situation which is pros- 	 seriously considers repri- 
ent upon our campus. It is not 	 manding the offenders, but 
necessary to describe the exact 	 ho suddenly thinks of the 
nature of the Situation if you Gods 	 S'prng< elections and smiles 
do not care to bother yourselves. 	 tolerantly. After all, 
I am sure , that your own brilliance, 	 'Gods must be. Gods.) 
and soundness of judgment will 	 Supreme God.  My Gods, my 
enable you to solve the Problem 	 Gods, let us have order. I think 
without knowing', exactly what the 	 that we are all agreed that there 
problem is. (The Supreme God has exists a Situation. lb are all 
evidently read Dale Carnegie. The agreed that we shall have to solve 
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other, Gods e4identlyhaven't 
and.thqyare immensely flattered. 
IAhorefore throw this meeting 
°Pon to discuss the Situatien. 
(General pandemonium breaks 
loose.. Each God knows exactly 
how to reform the world and is 
determined to do it in his own 
.:way. Finally one little Goddess, 
very small 'but painfully audible, 
gainS.the center of attention) 
Goddess: . .WO knew, follow 
Gods, that the mortals on this 
campus .are all atheistS. They do 
,.not believe , iii the iflfir4te power 
of us..GedS. 
 
A God: That's because we 
it. 	 Let us. thon, 0:4 34 ono, offer , Dios Comm'ittee investigations.. 
our solutions. Then `we shall- v,°,t9 	 Finall5A ,OXthe Gods .:s'W70 one 
on: th6 best plan. One can log'd -,-• 'hame ,5p4eh. i)11.1 are'' fighting 
nothing by being democratic. Look 
	 mad eidept,-(.41:cOurso, the Su-
wl- t it'did forRoosevelt. (Implied promo God who lideps remembering 
tLOok What it's doing for mo t .) 	 , the Spring elections. > Finally (The Gods then rise, one at a 	 the' last.God rises to speak. 
time, and Offer theirplans. , He is a very small God, but ho 
'Mile one God is speaking,  alb 
.knows that ,he is the Godliest 
the other Gods are qultO im- 	 God of them all .5,nd consequently 
patient. Each is certain that his no infericritY complex.) his is tho'only salution. ono 
	 Little God: ,Follow Godspin 
after another, the fellowing 	 discussing this situation, we 
schemes are offered: (I) to 	
. must realize that the college is 
turn the -college into a night really extremely lucky. Quito 
club-rejected because it would true the mortals' on tho campus 
take too little effort; (2)to 	 are cot stantly Causing Situa- 
turn the cellege into a danc- 	 tiohs' but fortunately for the 
c011ega we Goas axe here to 
solve theml New I maintain that 
sOnothing must be thought of 
which will unify everybody on 
the `campus, the brilliant and 
. 	 . 	 stupid, the faculty and students, in with the Spirit'of Youth; A : the mortals and the Gods', the 
'(4 	 to abolish the library-re- cats and the .dogs,--everything jectod in order to maintain one and everybody on the campus. It 
Place ,where oven freshmen girls is 
 only by such a plan that we 
must kceiPAtict; (5) to abol- 	 can sclve this Situation and be-
is:h the 'commons-rejoetod In ors  eerie a great university. Fellow 
der 'to. .maintain one'place: where Gods, (he bluShes,modostly) I 
V een the. rr9shmen girls can 	 have' thought of that plant 
railie 	 (6) to 'abolish .. Every college has some dis-
the collegU-rejected'bocuse the tinguishing point: harvard has 
college once sholtered . Somo stu- its Intellect, Princeton has 
'dents from the:rein; (7) to pbolrts sophistication, Oxford has 
ish the faculty-re jetted bocausofit8
- traaitionS r Chicago has its tha W.P.A. is already over-crowa-Hutchins, Bob
. Jones has its ro- 
od, ($),to develop a strong 
	 ' ligion, _fl.nd U. C. --U. C. has 
rivalry"with some other o°110go' its,Godsl (the last triumphant- 
rojectedbecause some God hap- 
	 ly1) It is simply and clearly 
polled to  realize that a terrier the responsibility of the Gods 
Can bark' at a St. Bornard all day to distinguish this university, 
d never get to be anything but • 	 Al4 year ling the violets 
a terrier; (9) to 	 all the 	 and the trailing arbutus hide 
faculty wear starit-jackets
-rd- behind the dull, dead leaves. 
.jected on general principles; 
	 Then suddenly in the spring (10) to paint all the clfss rooms they burst forth in magnifi-
a brilliant red-rejected.to avoid cent disp11 Fellow Gods, - 
• k 	
. 	
, 7  
ing . class-ajected bbeause 
bVerybody.knowshew to dance 
(3) to turn the cal- 
' loge into a. 6 llege-rejected 
boo use the 'idea. is-unorigin- 
al,, modieval,and net in keep- 
take a lesson, from the violets. 
;We. also, 0 ye Gods, are too re-
tiring. All year long we hide 
behind the dull, dead students. 
To ought to have one time in the 
year whon we aro presented formal-
ly to the student 'body in all our 
glory: What bettor time could we 
possibly choose for , this annual 
debut than the first week of May, 
when the apple 'blossoms. are in 
.full bloom, when the:blue bird 
sings its sweetest songs, when 
all the world is "young and gay. 
Can 't you see it', fellow Gods? The 
careMony, would take pla co on the 
football flold. Of. course the mor-
tals would be allowed.no nearer to 
us Gods than the stands. Exactly 
at high noon each 'day the chimes 
lAmuld, ring and we would begin our 
triumphant proCessional the entire 
length of the .field. All the 
people standing and cheering us 
to the 'very 'last.'I .ca:n feel the 
emotion now that we shall all feel 
during that march. Academic Festiv-
al March Why this would give us 
an intellOctual standing that ndl 
other cellege could hope to, op-
preach.., "And the domocraticnoSs 
of the things Imagine, if you can, 
anther school whose. Gods wauld be 
' Willing't be soon by, mortal9yes 
Of course the week will be a groat . 
strain on us, but then we must be 
-willing ta be martyrs as well as 
Gods. We'll ardor now haloes for 
the occasicn, rod as ,each God walks 
'long he will carry .a generous spray 
of apple blossoms. And a garland of 
violets can be, placed directly be- 
' neath cur haloes. 
(The .God works himself into such 
white heat of excitement that 
he begins to_ascond. The others 
The 
The 
The 
got the spirit of the oc-
casion and also begin to 
float gently away to await 
the spring with its blue 
birds, its apple blossoms 
and their own Spring Fes-
tival.).. 
table collapses. 
chairs' cbllpse 
curtain falls-. -. 
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POEMS 
'Course there's always 
the old saying that 
"All work and no play 
Makes Jack a dull boy." 
and who wants to be a dull boy ? 
.`sill remember than that 
If you keep ypurnoseto the' 
Erindbtone rough 
and keep 4t-dewn'there lens; enough 
Yeu.'1l.forget there are such things 
As brocks'that babble and birds 
that sink : • 
Then of these three things will 
your world cePpese 
'-Just,yoUand the:stone and 
Your darned'cid nose. 
• 
But,even-so-. 
Guess.:Maybe one 
must ;take oxaMs 
in hiB:stride then 
cheer himielfup with. 
the•attitUde,that, 
"Exams.tay coMe 
Exams ci y go 	 - but 
Never lot them interfere 
7ith:your education, 
 
there was. once a lassie 
who finally re4ized 
that there's more,oducation 
than that which is 
found in' books 
She . 	 this lament 
that I shall pass en. 
to you with hopes that 
Yo.u.will profit from it. 
(Fay Rule) 
(ContinuQd- from page,14), 
After all it .isn't so 'ouch fun 
when you get paid, is-it l' And there 
it is, the saga of the Alvies. All 
cf <which •:.,Oes to prove that Alvios 
're here to stay. Even on cur campus 
there aro some of the breed.,There 
is no need "to mention names, but somer 
of them play.with E-lis G-edloo's 
orchestra, and B-n Fr-nklins band hats' 
its representatives and SOMO of the 
other orchestras axe pretty well 
known too, such as.Geor-e V-n Ar-lale 
cald'H-mor Fansl-rs. 'The can cell, 
maybe someday we will see ehe,p,,aur—
own Alvies makinood-iff his own way. 
Hc mi,ht.-666C back and knock em dead 
as the leader cf his own band with 
the stage show at the Cam-o. 
Hello there - - - 
May I como in ? 
I promise not to 
Stay very long .- 
Just long enough 
Thopassan the 
Gleanings 
Of Ex!Im week. . 
Going down thehall 	 ,• 
Th' other day I heard 
a student mutabling this 
As he entered 
An Exem - - - 
"0 Lord of Hosts, . stay with me yet, 
Lost I forget',' Lost I forget. 
C.,uple hours later 
In the Commons 
the same student 
was hoard muPblin..- 
"The Lord of Hosts WaS with rye no 
For I forgot, fer I forT.et.0,. 
Poor fella but he 
is pr,bably the s.:-.me 
student who wrote this 
parody on that familLa- 
poem of Kipling's - If 
If you can do your Math when all abeut yau 
Are raising hell and temptin;-: all the 
If you can write a theme while, classm-tos 
fliut .you 
And never think of liquor Or of- 4ates 
If you can plug and grind and Study,,,  
And therefore make the Star Man's mighty 
List 
Then you'll know more than almost anybody 
But, dammit, think cf all the fun you've 
missed. 
(30) 
If you're caught in hot water, 
be nonchalant. Take a bathl 
Senior: "Is that your cigarette 
stub?" 
Frosh: 	 "Go ahead, you saw it 
first." 
-Duke 'n Duchess 
WII-57/6 
0 give me Hepburn, Garbo, and 
Westl 
Lombard, Carroll, and all of 
the rest. 
I sing of cheeks, of beautiful 
hair, 
Of come-hither lips and glamor 
so rare, 
Give me the chassis of Hedy, 
the wit of Fontaine, 
And to hull with you, Shirley-
You give me a pain. 
-Bill Mills 
He: 'What's all the bustle about?'' 
She: "Don't get personpl." 
-Log 
Suggested solution to problem 
"That Does the Bride Think 
of. While Entering the Church" 
-Aisle altar hymn. 
-Exchange 
Dean: "Do you engage in any extra 
curricular activity?" 
Advisee: "No sir)  you see--beer 
makes me sick, I don't know any 
girls, and I can't sing, so I 
just study." 
-Froth. 
Baby ear-of-corn--"Mammy, where 
did I come from?" 
Mamma ear-of-corn--"Eush dear, 
the stalk brought you." 
-Drexerd 
(to child) "You can't sit on Daddy's 
knee tonight--he's had a busy day Pledge: "Must I eat this egg?" 
at the office". 	 Active: "You're damn right..." 
Silence 
Pledge: "The beak too?" 
In an woman's eyes- 
Deep mystery lies- 
And lies, and lies, and 
The nurse entered the profes-
sor's room and said softly, 
lies. "It's a boy, sir." 
The professor looked up from 
his desk. "Well," he said, 
"What does he want?" 
A NICE RIDE TO 
MEET THE CROWD 
AFTER THE DANCE 
AT 
EDDIE'S 
GRILL Manager Bethea 
3850 BRAINERD ROAD 	 2-9612 
Parking Space Galore 
A FEW STEPS DOWN THE STREET . 
. . . FOR GOOD THINGS TO EAT 
MCCALLIE AVE. PHARMACY 
6-1712 
MCMILLAN FLORAL CO. 
Mrs. Sadie McMillan, Prop. 
20 E. 8th Street 	 Loveman Bldg. 
CORSAGES 
DESIGNS 
TROTTER'S SERVICE STATION 
Shell Products — Expert Lubrication 
Cars Washed — Polished 
Vine and Georgia Avenue 	 6-9607 
GREEN LANTERN TEA ROOM 
Georgia Ave. at Vine St. 	 6-8680 
STEAKS 	 CHOPS 
CHICKEN DINNERS 
Courteous Curb Service 
Prompt Delivery Service 
— AFTER SCHOOL - 
COURT HOUSE PHARMACY 
7th and Walnut 	 7-3303 
PRESCRIPTIONS — SUNDRIES 
SEE YOU AT THE 
HIGH 
HAT 
HAWTHORNE AND McCALLIE 
ON THE CAMPUS 
FOR THAT QUICK LUNCH 
UNIVERSITY PHARMACY 
6-1912 
AFTER THE DANCE 
FOUNTAIN SQUARE PHARMACY 
Open 'til 1:30 each Night 
VINE STREET PHARMACY 
6-1231 	 "ITS ON THE RUN" 
Compliments of 
HARRY'S PLACE 
JUICY STEAKS 
TOWN TALK SANDWICHES 
11th and Market Streets 
Curb Service In Rear 
Compliments of 
Mayor ED BASS 
For Re-Election 
For Mayor 
BOB COOKE 
For Commissioner 
Visible Results Speak 
Compliments of 
E. R. "Lige" Betterton 
For Re-Election 
City Commission 
